Websites
All businesses need a website – but they also need a website that will be found online and
reflects the professionalism of your business.
Dolphin Computer Upgrades Ltd can host and install a WordPress website and build a
template that both suits you from a company point of view, but also with all the SEO
attributes required for a modern site.
WordPress is the most cost effective solution and has excellent SEO attributes. By using this type of platform you don’t have to
invest in bespoke code for Content Management Systems. Website design will be based on conversations between our company
and yours, however initially we will screenshot a couple of design ideas over to you and based on your response, we can start
narrowing down the design template in this process.

We offer two options for businesses:

One Off Package

Subscription Package

There is a set fee based
upon how many pages you
will require for your website.
We recommend a minimum
of three pages, most sites
have an average of five,
or you can have multiple
pages if this is what your
business requires. Obviously
the costs will increase as the
pages do.

This will incur a one-off design/setup fee again based upon how many pages you
envisage you will require. You are then in contract with Dolphin Computer Upgrades
Ltd for a two year period and will pay monthly throughout this contract. By choosing
the subscription package you not only spread your costs, but you will also receive the
following benefits:

Once the site has been
designed, installed and
signed off it will be left to
you to manage, update and
maintain the website.

Wordpress Updates/Security Checks
Basic Page / Word Updates on Pages, Script & Text (Meaning you can send us your
changes and we do it all for you. We manage your site on your behalf, allowing you to
concentrate on your business).
We can perform a template change every 20 months if you want the site refreshed
and we allow the site to evolve and develop with constant updates from web
industry standards.
By taking the subscription package we maintain the security and update / manage your
site on your behalf at a set monthly cost. The advantage of this route against the one off
route is the site constantly changes, rather being redesigned and redeveloped from the
start every couple of years. In addition, you can spread the cost.

If you would like to take advantage of our website packages, or would like to know more
about costings/timelines then please give us a call on 01273 248871.
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